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A painful feature of the disaster has been the burning of nearly a thousand dollars in currency and valuable papers. - Providence Independent.

Cornelius Casey, a telegraph operator at the telegraph office in Providence, received messages correctly. - Providence Independent.

The-[redacted]-roads in most places are immoral and tough, and a law suit is the result. - Providence Independent.

The Story of Death.

A VERDICT OF MURDER was returned in the case of George W. White, of Providence, for the murder of John Yackey, at the fall of 1876. George W. White was taken into custody at the time of the murder, but was later released on bail. The trial was held in the Supreme Court of Rhode Island, and the jury found him guilty after a lengthy deliberation.

The snow at Fatherbury, New York, is three and a half feet deep. - Star Glass Works.

Orders can be sent by mail and the uppers re-shot and gaiter uppers of all kinds made to order. - Star Glass Works.

And a first class assortment of harness of all kinds always on hand. Please call and examine. - Star Glass Works.
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A Scene in Trappe.—On Thursday, January 13, the reading of the first volume of the "American Victory," by Howard Macomb, Esq., was commenced in Mr. J. A. Viner's school, Trappe, by the Rev. Wm. Horsefield, D.D., of the lecture room of church, at 7 o'clock, p.m., all are cordially invited to attend. The exercises commenced by the opening prayer, the reading of the text for the evening, and a discourse by Mr. Horsefield on: "If He only would have had the twenty-five steps went overboard into the channel used by the sleds, but alas such was not the case. She seated herself in the snow-car and followed. She seated herself in the snow-car and..." (text continues on the next page)